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Complex Analysis 1979 a standard source of information of functions of one complex variable this text has retained its wide
popularity in this field by being consistently rigorous without becoming needlessly concerned with advanced or
overspecialized material difficult points have been clarified the book has been reviewed for accuracy and notations and
terminology have been modernized chapter 2 complex functions features a brief section on the change of length and area under
conformal mapping and much of chapter 8 global analytic functions has been rewritten in order to introduce readers to the
terminology of germs and sheaves while still emphasizing that classical concepts are the backbone of the theory chapter 4
complex integration now includes a new and simpler proof of the general form of cauchy s theorem there is a short section on
the riemann zeta function showing the use of residues in a more exciting situation than in the computation of definite
integrals
COMPLEX ANALYSIS 1966 the back up contains a draft of the title page copyright page toc and preface do not include this in
the cip record
Complex Analysis 2021 再刊が待望された定評ある入門書
Complex Analysis: an Introduction to Theory of Analytic Functions of One Complex Variable 1981 this book tells the story of
the finnish american mathematician lars ahlfors 1907 1996 he was educated at the university of helsinki as a student of ernst
lindelöf and rolf nevanlinna and later became a professor there he left finland permanently in 1944 and was professor and
emeritus at harvard university for more than fifty years already at the age of twenty one ahlfors became a well known
mathematician having solved denjoy s conjecture and in 1936 he established his world renown when he was awarded the fields
medal the nobel prize in mathematics in this book the description of his mathematics avoids technical details and
concentrates on his contributions to the general development of complex analysis besides mathematics there is also a lot to
tell about ahlfors world war ii marked his life and he was a colorful personality with many interesting stories about him
olli lehto the author of the book first met lars ahlfors and his family as a young doctor at harvard in 1950 numerous
meetings after that in various parts of the world led to a close friendship between them
Complex Analysis 1987 驚くほど美しい調和と 絶大な威力
Complex Analysis 1953 a survey of recent developments both in the classical and modern fields of the theory contents include
the complex analytic structure of the space of closed riemann surfaces complex analysis on noncompact riemann domains proof
of the teichmuller ahlfors theorem the conformal mapping of riemann surfaces on certain coefficients of univalent functions
compact analytic surfaces on differentiable mappings deformations of complex analytic manifolds originally published in 1960
the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905
複素代数幾何学入門 2015-01 this work presents lectures given by leading specialists on the work of lars ahlfors it comprises an
overview of his essential contributions to complex analysis written from a modern perspective this volume bridges the gap
between ahlfors achievements and contemporary developments
Lars Ahlfors -- At the Summit of Mathematics 2015-06-26 複素数が織りなす 調和に満ちた美しい数の世界とは 微積分に関する基本事項から楕円関数の話題までがコンパクトに詰まった 定評ある入門書
複素関数入門 2003-12 an introduction to complex analysis for students with some knowledge of complex numbers from high school it
contains sixteen chapters the first eleven of which are aimed at an upper division undergraduate audience the remaining five



chapters are designed to complete the coverage of all background necessary for passing phd qualifying exams in complex
analysis topics studied include julia sets and the mandelbrot set dirichlet series and the prime number theorem and the
uniformization theorem for riemann surfaces with emphasis placed on the three geometries spherical euclidean and hyperbolic
throughout exercises range from the very simple to the challenging the book is based on lectures given by the author at
several universities including ucla brown university la plata buenos aires and the universidad autonomo de valencia spain
Analytic Functions 2015-12-08 classical complex analysis provides an introduction to one of the remarkable branches of exact
science with an emphasis on the geometric aspects of analytic functions this volume begins with a geometric description of
what a complex number is followed by a detailed account of algebraic analytic and geometric properties of standard complex
valued functions geometric properties of analytic functions are then developed and described in detail and various
applications of residues are included analytic continuation is also introduced book jacket
Lectures in Memory of Lars Ahlfors 2000 the articles in this volume are for the most part research articles related mainly to
the theory of quasiconformal and quasiregular mappings riemann surfaces and potential theory they have resulted from talks
delivered at the 13th nevanlinna colloquium which was also a celebration of the 80th birthday of lars v ahlfors hence many
articles in this volume reflect his mathematical interests
複素解析 2016-08 a selection of some important topics in complex analysis intended as a sequel to the author s classical complex
analysis see preceding entry the five chapters are devoted to analytic continuation conformal mappings univalent functions
and nonconformal mappings entire function meromorphic fu
複素関数入門 2007-10 the book addresses many topics not usually in second course in complex analysis texts it also contains
multiple proofs of several central results and it has a minor historical perspective proof of bieberbach conjecture after
debranges material on asymptotic values material on natural boundaries first four chapters are comprehensive introduction to
entire and metomorphic functions first chapter riemann mapping theorem takes up where first courses usually leave off
Complex Analysis 2003-07-17 this book presents a basic introduction to complex analysis in both an interesting and a rigorous
manner it contains enough material for a full year s course and the choice of material treated is reasonably standard and
should be satisfactory for most first courses in complex analysis the approach to each topic appears to be carefully thought
out both as to mathematical treatment and pedagogical presentation and the end result is a very satisfactory book mathscinet
Classical Complex Analysis 2011 a high level treatment of complex analysis this text focuses on function theory on a finitely
connected planar domain clear and complete it emphasizes domains bounded by a finite number of disjoint analytic simple
closed curves the first chapter and parts of chapters 2 and 3 offer background material all of it classical and important in
its own right the remainder of the text presents results in complex analysis from the far middle and recent past all selected
for their interest and merit as substantive mathematics suitable for upper level undergraduates and graduate students this
text is accessible to anyone with a background in complex and functional analysis author stephen d fisher a professor of
mathematics at northwestern university elaborates upon and extends results with a set of exercises at the end of each chapter
Aspects of Contemporary Complex Analysis 1980 a comprehensive course in analysis by poincaré prize winner barry simon is a
five volume set that can serve as a graduate level analysis textbook with a lot of additional bonus information including
hundreds of problems and numerous notes that extend the text and provide important historical background depth and breadth of
exposition make this set a valuable reference source for almost all areas of classical analysis part 2b provides a
comprehensive look at a number of subjects of complex analysis not included in part 2a presented in this volume are the
theory of conformal metrics including the poincaré metric the ahlfors robinson proof of picard s theorem and bell s proof of



the painlevé smoothness theorem topics in analytic number theory including jacobi s two and four square theorems the
dirichlet prime progression theorem the prime number theorem and the hardy littlewood asymptotics for the number of
partitions the theory of fuschian differential equations asymptotic methods including euler s method stationary phase the
saddle point method and the wkb method univalent functions including an introduction to sle and nevanlinna theory the
chapters on fuschian differential equations and on asymptotic methods can be viewed as a minicourse on the theory of special
functions
Complex Analysis Joensuu 1987 2006-11-14 a concise textbook on complex analysis for undergraduate and graduate students this
book is written from the viewpoint of modern mathematics the bar partial equation differential geometry lie groups all the
traditional material on complex analysis is included setting it apart from others the book makes many statements and proofs
of classical theorems in complex analysis simpler shorter and more elegant for example the mittag leffer theorem is proved
using the bar partial equation and the picard theorem is proved using the methods of differential geometry
Complex Analysis 2018-03-09 presented from a geometric analytical viewpoint this work addresses advanced topics in complex
analysis that verge on modern areas of research methodically designed with individual chapters containing a rich collection
of exercises examples and illustrations
Nine Introductions in Complex Analysis - Revised Edition 2007-10-10 geometric function theory is that part of complex
analysis which covers the theory of conformal and quasiconformal mappings beginning with the classical riemann mapping
theorem there is a lot of existence theorems for canonical conformal mappings on the other side there is an extensive theory
of qualitative properties of conformal and quasiconformal mappings concerning mainly a prior estimates so called distortion
theorems including the bieberbach conjecture with the proof of the branges here a starting point was the classical scharz
lemma and then koebe s distortion theorem there are several connections to mathematical physics because of the relations to
potential theory in the plane the handbook of geometric function theory contains also an article about constructive methods
and further a bibliography including applications eg to electroxtatic problems heat conduction potential flows in the plane a
collection of independent survey articles in the field of geometricfunction theory existence theorems and qualitative
properties of conformal and quasiconformal mappings a bibliography including many hints to applications in electrostatics
heat conduction potential flows in the plane
Functions of One Complex Variable I 1978-08-24 text on the theory of functions of one complex variable contains with many
elaborations the subject of the courses and seminars offered by the author over a period of 40 years and should be considered
a source from which a variety of courses can be drawn in addition to the basic topics in the cl
Function Theory on Planar Domains 2014-06-10 this proceedings volume reflects the 2001 ahlfors bers colloquium held at the
university of connecticut storrs this conference began nearly a half century ago with a tradition based on profound
mathematics wide ranging interests personal involvement and scholarship once led by lipman bers and lars ahlfors the core of
this tradition unfolded around geometric function theory talks at the colloquium were devoted to various aspects of complex
analysis including teichmuller spaces quasiconformal mappings and geometric function theory the book is suitable for graduate
students and researchers interested in complex analysis
Advanced Complex Analysis: A Comprehensive Course in Analysis, Part 2B 2015-11-02 classical complex analysis available in two
volumes provides a clear broad and solid introduction to one of the remarkable branches of exact science with an emphasis on
the geometric aspects of analytic functions volume 1 begins with a geometric description of what a complex number is followed
by a detailed account of algebraic analytic and geometric properties of standard complex valued functions geometric



properties of analytic functions are then developed and described in detail and various applications of residues are included
analytic continuation is also introduced the book is rich in contents figures examples and exercises it is self contained and
is designed for a variety of usages and motivations concerning advanced studies it can be used both as a textbook for
undergraduate and graduate students and as a reference book in general
Selected Works of Lipman Bers 1998 this proceedings volume reflects the 2001 ahlfors bers colloquium held at the university
of connecticut storrs this conference began nearly a half century ago with a tradition based on profound mathematics wide
ranging interests personal involvement and scholarship once led by lipman bers and lars ahlfors the core of this tradition
unfolded around geometric function theory talks at the colloquium were devoted to various aspects of complex analysis
including teichmuller spaces quasiconformal mappings and geometric function theory the book is suitable for graduate students
and researchers interested in complex analysis
Concise Complex Analysis 2007-04-26 in the twentieth century american mathematicians began to make critical advances in a
field previously dominated by europeans harvard s mathematics department was at the center of these developments a history in
sum is an inviting account of the pioneers who trailblazed a distinctly american tradition of mathematics in algebraic
geometry and topology complex analysis number theory and a host of esoteric subdisciplines that have rarely been written
about outside of journal articles or advanced textbooks the heady mathematical concepts that emerged and the men and women
who shaped them are described here in lively accessible prose the story begins in 1825 when a precocious sixteen year old
freshman benjamin peirce arrived at the college he would become the first american to produce original mathematics an
ambition frowned upon in an era when professors largely limited themselves to teaching peirce s successors william fogg
osgood and maxime bôcher undertook the task of transforming the math department into a world class research center attracting
to the faculty such luminaries as george david birkhoff birkhoff produced a dazzling body of work while training a generation
of innovators students like marston morse and hassler whitney who forged novel pathways in topology and other areas
influential figures from around the world soon flocked to harvard some overcoming great challenges to pursue their elected
calling a history in sum elucidates the contributions of these extraordinary minds and makes clear why the history of the
harvard mathematics department is an essential part of the history of mathematics in america and beyond
Geometric Function Theory 2007-09-19 most conformal invariants can be described in terms of extremal properties conformal
invariants and extremal problems are therefore intimately linked and form together the central theme of this classic book
which is primarily intended for students with approximately a year s background in complex variable theory the book
emphasizes the geometric approach as well as classical and semi classical results which lars ahlfors felt every student of
complex analysis should know before embarking on independent research at the time of the book s original appearance much of
this material had never appeared in book form particularly the discussion of the theory of extremal length schiffer s
variational method also receives special attention and a proof of vert a 4 vert leq 4 is included which was new at the time
of publication the last two chapters give an introduction to riemann surfaces with topological and analytical background
supplied to support a proof of the uniformization theorem included in this new reprint is a foreword by peter duren f w
gehring and brad osgood as well as an extensive errata encompasses a wealth of material in a mere one hundred and fifty one
pages its purpose is to present an exposition of selected topics in the geometric theory of functions of one complex variable
which in the author s opinion should be known by all prospective workers in complex analysis from a methodological point of
view the approach of the book is dominated by the notion of conformal invariant and concomitantly by extremal considerations
it is a splendid offering reviewed for math reviews by m h heins in 1975



Handbook of Complex Analysis 2004-12-09 this is a concise textbook of complex analysis for undergraduate and graduate
students written from the viewpoint of modern mathematics the d equation differential geometry lie group etc it contains all
the traditional material on complex analysis however many statement and proofs of classical theorems in complex analysis have
been made simpler shorter and more elegant due to modern mathematical ideas and methods for example the mittag leffer theorem
is proved by the d equation the picard theorem is proved using the methods of differential geometry and so on book jacket
Classical Complex Analysis 1991-09-24 a comprehensive graduate level textbook that takes a fresh approach to complex analysis
a course in complex analysis explores a central branch of mathematical analysis with broad applications in mathematics and
other fields such as physics and engineering ideally designed for a year long graduate course on complex analysis and based
on nearly twenty years of classroom lectures this modern and comprehensive textbook is equally suited for independent study
or as a reference for more experienced scholars saeed zakeri guides the reader through a journey that highlights the
topological and geometric themes of complex analysis and provides a solid foundation for more advanced studies particularly
in riemann surfaces conformal geometry and dynamics he presents all the main topics of classical theory in great depth and
blends them seamlessly with many elegant developments that are not commonly found in textbooks at this level they include the
dynamics of möbius transformations schlicht functions and distortion theorems boundary behavior of conformal and harmonic
maps analytic arcs and the general reflection principle hausdorff dimension and holomorphic removability a multifaceted
approach to the theorems of picard and montel zalcman s rescaling theorem conformal metrics and ahlfors s generalization of
the schwarz lemma holomorphic branched coverings geometry of the modular group and the uniformization theorem for spherical
domains written with exceptional clarity and insightful style a course in complex analysis is accessible to beginning
graduate students and advanced undergraduates with some background knowledge of analysis and topology zakeri includes more
than 350 problems with problem sets at the end of each chapter along with numerous carefully selected examples this well
organized and richly illustrated book is peppered throughout with marginal notes of historical and expository value
presenting a wealth of material in a single volume a course in complex analysis will be a valuable resource for students and
working mathematicians
In the Tradition of Ahlfors and Bers, III 2004-07-14 this book is the fifth and final volume of raoul bott s collected papers
it collects all of bott s published articles since 1991 as well as some articles published earlier but missing in the earlier
volumes the volume also contains interviews with raoul bott several of his previously unpublished speeches commentaries by
his collaborators such as alberto cattaneo and jonathan weitsman on their joint articles with bott michael atiyah s obituary
of raoul bott loring tu s authorized biography of raoul bott and reminiscences of raoul bott by his friends students
colleagues and collaborators among them stephen smale david mumford arthur jaffe shing tung yau and loring tu the
mathematical articles many inspired by physics encompass stable vector bundles knot and manifold invariants equivariant
cohomology and loop spaces the nonmathematical contributions give a sense of bott s approach to mathematics style personality
zest for life and humanity in one of the articles from the vantage point of his later years raoul bott gives a tour de force
historical account of one of his greatest achievements the bott periodicity theorem a large number of the articles originally
appeared in hard to find conference proceedings or journals this volume makes them all easily accessible it also features a
collection of photographs giving a panoramic view of raoul bott s life and his interaction with other mathematicians
Classical Complex Analysis 2010-09-09 recipient of the mathematical association of america s beckenbach book prize in 1994 in
this second edition of a carus monograph classic steven krantz develops material on classical non euclidean geometry he shows
how it can be developed in a natural way from the invariant geometry of the complex disc he also introduces the bergman



kernel and metric and provides profound applications some of them never having appeared before in print in general the new
edition represents a considerable polishing and re thinking of the original successful volume this is the first and only book
to describe the context the background the details and the applications of ahlfors s celebrated ideas about curvature the
schwarz lemma and applications in complex analysis beginning from scratch and requiring only a minimal background in complex
variable theory this book takes the reader up to ideas that are currently active areas of study such areas include a the
caratheodory and kobayashi metrics b the bergman kernel and metric and c boundary continuation of conformal maps there is
also an introduction to the theory of several complex variables poincaré s celebrated theorem about the biholomorphic
inequivalence of the ball and polydisc is discussed and proved
In the Tradition of Ahlfors and Bers, III 2004 hermann weyl considered value distribution theory to be the greatest
mathematical achievement of the first half of the 20th century the present lectures show that this beautiful theory is still
growing an important tool is complex approximation and some of the lectures are devoted to this topic harmonic approximation
started to flourish astonishingly rapidly towards the end of the 20th century and the latest development including
approximation manifolds are presented here since de branges confirmed the bieberbach conjecture the primary problem in
geometric function theory is to find the precise value of the bloch constant after more than half a century without progress
a breakthrough was recently achieved and is presented other topics are also presented including jensen measures a valuable
introduction to currently active areas of complex analysis and potential theory can be read with profit by both students of
analysis and research mathematicians
A History in Sum 2013-11-01 although the fields medal does not have the same public recognition as the nobel prizes they
share a similar intellectual standing it is restricted to one field that of mathematics and an age limit of 40 has become an
accepted tradition mathematics has in the main been interpreted as pure mathematics and this is not so unreasonable since
major contributions in some applied areas can be and have been recognized with nobel prizes a list of fields medallists and
their contributions provides a bird s eye view of mathematics over the past 60 years it highlights the areas in which at
various times greatest progress has been made this volume does not pretend to be comprehensive nor is it a historical
document on the other hand it presents contributions from fields medallists and so provides a highly interesting and varied
picture the second edition of fields medallists lectures features additional contributions from the following medallists
kunihiko kodaira 1954 richard e borcherds 1998 william t gowers 1998 maxim kontsevich 1998 curtis t mcmullen 1998 and
vladimir voevodsky 2002
Conformal Invariants 2010-11-17 although the fields medal does not have the same public recognition as the nobel prizes they
share a similar intellectual standing it is restricted to the field of mathematics and an age limit of 40 has become an
accepted tradition this volume presents contributions from fields medallists
Concise Complex Analysis 2007 a comprehensive course in analysis by poincaré prize winner barry simon is a five volume set
that can serve as a graduate level analysis textbook with a lot of additional bonus information including hundreds of
problems and numerous notes that extend the text and provide important historical background depth and breadth of exposition
make this set a valuable reference source for almost all areas of classical analysis part 2a is devoted to basic complex
analysis it interweaves three analytic threads associated with cauchy riemann and weierstrass respectively cauchy s view
focuses on the differential and integral calculus of functions of a complex variable with the key topics being the cauchy
integral formula and contour integration for riemann the geometry of the complex plane is central with key topics being
fractional linear transformations and conformal mapping for weierstrass the power series is king with key topics being spaces



of analytic functions the product formulas of weierstrass and hadamard and the weierstrass theory of elliptic functions
subjects in this volume that are often missing in other texts include the cauchy integral theorem when the contour is the
boundary of a jordan region continued fractions two proofs of the big picard theorem the uniformization theorem ahlfors s
function the sheaf of analytic germs and jacobi as well as weierstrass elliptic functions
A Course in Complex Analysis 2021-11-02
Raoul Bott: Collected Papers 2018-03-26
Complex Analysis: The Geometric Viewpoint: Second Edition 2004-12-31
Approximation, Complex Analysis, and Potential Theory 2012-12-06
Fields Medallists' Lectures, 2nd Edition 2003-11-03
Fields Medallists' Lectures 2003
Basic Complex Analysis: A Comprehensive Course in Analysis, Part 2A 2015-11-02
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